Enhancement of absorption and haze with hybrid anchoring of dye-doped cholesteric liquid crystals.
We demonstrated that hybrid anchoring of dye-doped cholesteric liquid crystals (ChLCs) could be used for the simultaneous control of haze and transmittance. Hybrid anchoring of ChLCs can be obtained by the vertical anchoring at one substrate surface and planar anchoring at the other substrate surface. In a ChLC cell with hybrid anchoring, the LCs near the planar alignment layer are in the planar state, while those near the vertical alignment layer are in the focal-conic state. In the initial opaque state, the incident light can be absorbed by the LC mixture in the planar state and scattered by the LCs in the focal-conic state. The ChLC cell with hybrid anchoring exhibited lower transmittance and haze value than those of a focal-conic state in a ChLC cell with vertical anchoring. The cell can be switched to the transparent state without use of a complicated drive scheme at a driving voltage significantly lower than that for a double-layered cell.